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My task is to review briefly problems which 

arlsed ln recent years in studies of inclusive 

spectra. Since the available spaoe is very li

mited, I was obliged to make severe outs in 

selecting the material for this report, and 

I decided to present out only some general re

marks, More detailed discussion of many parti

cular aspects of inclusive distributions are 

discussed in other talks presented in this 

Session.

Several different theoretical languages are 

now available for description of inclusive 

spectra: Mueller-Regge descriptlon/1/ , Gribov 

field theory/2^, multiperipheral approaoh/"5/, 

bremsstrahlung analogy/4/, parton model^/ - to 

list only the most popular ones. They are rather 

different ln physical content and in phraseolo

gy. It ls Interesting to observe, however, that 

there is one fundamental idea which ls common 

to all of them: it is always assumed that the 

basic underlying mechanism of particle produc

tion satisfies atгоая short-range ordej/^/.

i.e., the spectra have two properties:
/7 /(a) Feynman scaling' of single-particle 

spectra and

(b'i no long-range correlations in multipar

ticle spectra.

This property is formulated very differently 

ln different languages listed above. Neverthe

less It is present ln all of them and therefore 

it ls natural to discuss it Independently of 

particular models.

few years ago the hope was expressed that 

also the observed Inclusive spectra should show 

the property of short-range order. We know that 

this is not the case. Indeed, already first 

experiments at NAL showed that multiplicity 

distribution does not resemble Poisson distri

bution - thus long range correlations must be 

present. This is illustrated ln Figure 1 where 

the Wroblewski/8/ plot is presented showing 

linear dependence of dispersion versus average 

multiplicity, characteristic of the KNO sea-
/О/

ling' ' , In the recent уеагз also violation of

Fig. 1. Disper
sion vs average 
multiplicity 
plot.

Feynman scaling in the central region, first 

observed by Michejda/10/ «аз definitely estab

l i s h e d / ^ ’^ / .  This Is Illustrated in Figure 2, 

where the invariant inclusive 90° cross sections 

for the processes p p — >• J T - + anything are 

plotted versus c.m. energy of the collision.
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Fig. 2. Invari
ant cross sec
tion at 90° vs 
total c.m. energy. 
Compilation from
Ref. /12/

The same feature is presented in Figure 3, taken

from ref. /13/ , where it Is nhown that the data

scale in relative rapidity t  =  rather than

ln
У
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Thus the problem arises for the theory: how 

to explain this contradiction with strong 3hort-



Fig. 3. Cross seotlon for the prooess pp~* ЗГ +
* anything showing evldenoe for Z-acallag

( R e f / 13/)-

range order hypothesis, in other words: in any 

model the reason must he found to justify correc

tions to the elementary production mechanism. 

These oorreotlons should be large enough to 

ohange drastloally short range order property of 

the speotra and thus bring them to agreement 

with experiment.

The simplest way is to rejeot short range 

order idea altogether. This Is done,e.g.,in 

hydrodynanloal model whloh was discussed at 

this Session by Dr. Shurya)^14/ . It was shown by 

Fr^yland/*^ ln the paper submitted to this Con

ference that indeed hydrodynamloal model oan 

explain the 90° Inclusive spectra, provided 

proper account is taken of the hadronlo profile 

function.

In the more popular conservative approach 

short order property Is kept as a first approxi

mation. The physioal motivation for the devia

tion fro* it la twofold;

(a) Hadrons are composite objeots

Consequently, the observed spectruo Is likely

to be superposition of many different elementary 

processes (whioh may arise, e.g., from Inter

action of different kind and/or number of consti

tuents). As a result the long-range correlations 

should appear.

(b) The interaction responsible for particle 

production Is strong

It follows that any elementary meohanlsm 

must imply «scattering (unltarlry) corrections

which change the observed spectra. There are 

two kinds of such corrections: (l) elastic 

scattering and diffraction dissociation appear 

as shadow effects and (ll) elementary prooesses 

absorb each other.

I like to emphasize that these are both very 

physical reasons which are found to occur. In 

fact, were they not observed, a reason should 

be found for explanation of such a phenomenon.

The reader should get impression that these 

two effects are unrelated. Just the contrary - 

they substantially influenoe eaoh other. For 

example, the appearance of diffraction dissocia

tion adds one more component to the lnoluslve 

spectrum. On the other hand - the size of unita- 

rlty oorreotlons dramatically depends on hadron 

structure.

Let me now come to more specific discussion 

of the progress achieved recently along these 

lines.

Multicomponent Approach

In the multicomponent a p p r o a c l / ^ i t  is 

assumed that the observed spectra are incoherent 

superpositions of many different components. In 

phenomenological applications, the crucial point 

is to determine weights with which different 

components enter the distribution. It was pointed 

out in й е г У 18^ that this weight is simply 

related to the KNO scaling. Thus onoe the KNO 

function is determined, many other distribu

tions oan be predicted, in particular long 

range correlations, leading partiole spectrum, 

correlations between leading and produced par

ticles and forward-baokward correlations^8 '^/,

I am very brief on this problem 3ince it is 

discussed in detail by Max Beneoke ln his re

port^®/. I would like to emphasize, however 

this new development increased greatly the pre

dictive power of the multicomponent approaoh 

and transformed it Into a useful tool for quanti

tative analysis of inclusive data.



Diffraction Dissociation

This «'feet of unitarity is the earliest, to 

identify experimentally,Kinoe it is covered in 

another fesMon.T will restrict myself to two 

remarks.
(i) The effect is large. This was particular-

/ 0 1 / / ? ? /
l.y emphasized by work of lief/ and' ' , where

it was shown the existing data are rather close 

to the unitarity bound/2"3/. This point is 

further supDorted by contribution to this Confe

rence by UCLA-Saclay coll./2^/, who measured the 

diffractive dissociation at ISH and claim that 

in|>f> collisions Щ  + ts ~ 6 ^1 i.e., the uni-

tar it,у bound is saturated.

(ii) From the analysis of structure of absorp

tion which may lead to such a behaviour/22/ it 

follows that nucleon in the collision process 

appears sometimes black and sometimes nonabsor

bing at all. The grey disc observed ln analysis 

of elastic data is the result of averaging over 

this complicated structure. The most naive (and 

exciting) interpretation of this result is that 

nucleon consists of few small (point?) consti

tuents. A particular example of such a behaviour 

was observed in quark-glue model/25’26/.

Absorptive Corrections

The hope here is that by studying unitarity 

effects it will be possible to understand energy 

dependence of total cross sections and inclusive 

spectra.

There are two problems: (i) how to estimate 

theoretically the absorptive corrections to in

clusive .ipectra and (1 1 ) how to fit experimental 

data.

It seems to me that the main conclusions 

from the analysis of theoretical models is that 

the simple eikonal picture/2^/ is probably the 

best approximation. The characteristic feature 

of eikonal models Is that although the total 

сгозв section is absorbed, the single particle 

spectrum is not. This situation is illustrated 

ln Figure 4, which shows that in eikonal picture 

the inclusive particle density is proportional

/ /
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Target

Fif,. ♦ . iSikonal picture of partlole production.

to "effective thickness",Q of the target and, 

consequently, there is no shadowing. It was 

shown for very general class of theories that 

such a picture correctly summarizes the theoreti

cal situation/2 8 ’29/.

Thus in the phenomenological description of 

the data, the problem а г 1зез whether it is pos

sible to desoribe the energy dependence of both 

the total cross section and single particle 

inclusive spectrum by the same effective thick- 

ness.Q . This ls not so trivial because the ef

fective thickness as measured from elastic cross 

section does not seem to rise in the small $  - 

region/"1̂ /. On the other hand, the rise ofX2 at 

large impact parameters ls unlikely to produoe 

large increase of multiplicity. The solution to 

this apparent discrepancy may be again the Inter

nal structure of the proton. Indeed, if it is 

made of some small well-separated objects (as 

indicated by results of refs./22/and/26/) then 

the effective target thickness ln individual 

collision may be large and growing with energy, 

whereas the average target thickness, which is 

measured in elastic scattering may be approxima

tely energy Independent.

Another approach was proposed In Ref,/-51/.

The authors indicated that energy and momentum 

conservation can destroy the simple eikonal 

picture at finite energies. Their analysis indi

cates that the corrections are going ln the 

right direction, i.e., they are likely to explain 

the data.

I would like to summarize all this ln the fol

lowing points.



(i) The data show strong disagreement with 
short-range order picture which is fundamental 
for moat of the existing descriptions of inclu
sive spectra. Thus modifications must be found.

(11) There are two physical effects which 
should be taken care of and which give hopes 
to restore the agreement with data: (a) compo
siteness of the hadrons and (b) unitarity correc
tions .

(ill) The existing data on diffraction disso
ciation and cross section rise seem to Indicate 
that hadrons are made of well-separated objects 
of rather small dimensions.
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